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Argentina vs Peru: Live stream, TV channel, kick-off time & where to watch.

last Update 30,june,2024 Copa America holders Argentina will be looking to maintain their perfect record when
they take on Peru in their final Group A game at the Hard Rock Stadium on Saturday.

The reigning world champions secured their knockout berth with a game to spare as La Albiceleste picked up 2-
0 and 1-0 wins over Canada and Chile, respectively.

However, after a draw and a defeat, Peru face a must-win situation in order to stand a strong chance of making it
out of the group stage.

Here, GOAL brings you everything you need to know about how to watch, including TV channel, streaming
details and more.

Most strikingly, Lionel Messi will be reportedly rested on account of a hamstring "discomfort".

https://tufan-uradhura.blogspot.com/2024/06/copa-copa.html


Argentina boss Lionel Scaloni could introduce a front-three of Angel Di Maria, Lautaro Martinez and Alejandro
Garnacho against Peru.

The likes of German Pezzella, Guido Rodriguez, Exequiel Palacios and Lucas Martinez Quarta are also in
contention for minutes here, while Franco Armani can guard the goal ahead of Emiliano Martinez.

Miguel Araujo is suspended on account of the defender's sending off in the game against Canada, with Anderson
Santamaria to step in on the right side of a three-man backline.

Besides, Luis Advincula remains a doubt on account of an Achilles injury. So Marcos Lopez should be set to
continue at left wing-back.

Peru's all-time leading goalscorer Paolo Guerrero could once again come off the bench, as Gianluca Lapadula
and Edison Flores are expected to start in attack from the onset.

Argentina became the first country to reach the 2024 Copa America quarterfinals after defeating Chile in their
last game. Lionel Scaloni's team is guaranteed a top-two finish in their group with one game still left to be

played. Having already collected six points out of a possible six they know that a win on Sunday will solidify
their position at the top of the table.

Argentina, ranked first in the world by ***, has lost only two of their past 59 international matches since the
summer of 2019. On the other hand, Peru are on the verge of exiting the Copa America group stage for the first

time since 1995. They have only one point from their first two Group A games against Chile and Canada.

Jorge Fossati's side is currently at the bottom of Group A, but level on points with Chile in third. They know that
they must overcome Argentina while also hoping that Canada and Chile draw to advance to the knockout rounds.
Peru have struggled to find the net in eight of their previous 12 international matches, which means winning on

Sunday will not be easy.


